Abstract-This paper develops an algorithm for NMR backbone resonance assignment given a 3D structure and a set of relatively sparse 15N-edited NMR data, with the through-space 15N-edited NOESY as the primary source of information. Our approach supports high-throughput solution studies of dynamics and interactions (e.g., ligand binding), when the structure has previously been determined by crystallography or modeled computationally. We employ a graph matching approach, identifying correspondence between a given contact graph and a corrupted version representing the NMR data. Our hierarchical grow-andmatch algorithm decomposes the contact graph into sequential fragments with relatively dense interactions, and then combines possible assignments for the fragments, searching over the combinations with effective but conservative pruning. Our algorithm is complete, guaranteed to identify all solutions consistent with the data within a likelihood threshold of the optimal solution. It also deals correctly and uniformly with missing edges, which are quite common under this formulation. Tests on a number of experimental datasets and simulations with varying noise and sparsity demonstrate that our algorithm can handle significant data corruption (2.5-6.0 noisy edges per correct one) and sparsity (10-40% of the correct edges missing). In addition to the reference solution, the complete ensembles include a number (up to 30) of alternatives. We use these complete ensembles to characterize confidence in parts of an assignment.
I. INTRODUCTION
Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy enables analysis of protein structure, dynamics, and interactions in near-physiological conditions. While much work has focused on the use of NMR in structure determination (including at a genomic scale [1] ), applications in studies of dynamics and interactions can be equally important, even if the structure has already been determined by crystallography or modeled computationally. NMR-based methods enable rapid and costeffective screening for binding, and have become a vital tool in drug development [2] , [3] as well as characterization of protein-protein interactions [4] . Since NMR does not require crystallization of the sample, conditions can be varied in order to study structure-function relationships [5] . Nuclear spin relaxation provides insights into protein structural dynamics (again, in solution) [6] , [7] . This paper develops a novel algorithm that exploits an available structure to interpret NMR data, supporting studies of dynamics and interactions; see Fig. 1 . In the targeted scenarios, the key bottleneck is to determine the resonance assignment mapping NMR data to specific atoms in the protein (e.g., those affected by ligand binding). While backbone resonance assignment (i.e., resonance assignment of the backbone atoms) in support of structure determination has been well-studied (e.g., [8] - [16] ), we aim essentially to invert the process, and use the structure in support of assignment. Our approach represents both the NMR data and the structure as graphs (the "NMR interaction graph" and the "contact graph", respectively); the NMR graph is essentially a corrupted version of the contact graph, with an unknown correspondence between vertices (and thereby edges). Our goal is to find the correspondence (middle of Fig. 1 ). We note that this problem is different from those addressed by previous graph-based approaches [13] , [15] , [17] , which focused on uncovering patterns in an NMR graph rather than matching it to a specified contact graph. Section IV further elaborates on the general context of our work.
Our method's key contributions are as follows: . It is complete, guaranteed to determine all solutions consistent with the data (to within a likelihood threshold of the optimal one). This is particularly important for sparse datasets and with somewhat subjective scoring functions, where we must be careful to characterize the similarities and differences among competing high-quality solutions [14] . * It takes advantage of a structure to effectively decompose the solution space, and then efficiently search through it by hierarchically merging partial solutions and eliminating those that provably cannot lead to complete solutions of sufficient quality.
* It is minimalist, requiring only 4 spectra from 15N-labeled protein, saving substantial spectrometer time and substantial expense compared to standard triple-resonance-based assignment methods. We demonstrate the effectiveness of our algorithm in studies of a number of proteins with experimental data and with simulation studies under varying amounts of noise and sparsity.
II. METHODS a) Graph Representation: We represent a protein structure as a contact graph Gc = (VC, EC). VC = {vc, vc, ... . is a set of residue positions. An edge in EC represents a pair of residues for which a pair of protons is within a specified distance threshold (say, 3, 4, or 5 A). We likewise compile a NOESY interaction graph GD = (VD, ED) from a set of four 15N spectra HSQC, HNHA, TOCSY, and NOESY (for details see [13] , [15] , [17] ). The key source of information is the NOESY experiment, which captures throughspace interactions between protons separated by a relatively close distance of at most 5 A. VD = {vD ,VD .} is a set of pseudoresidues whose correspondence to the residues is unknown; determining it is our goal. ED is a set of edges representing possible explanations for NOESY peaks (i.e., their atoms are interacting). Which edges are correct and which are noisy (due to ambiguity in interpreting the data) is unknown. The graph has a number of properties, following [15] , [18] We develop an algorithm based on two insights: multiple consistent edges are necessary to obtain effective constraint on an assignment, and sequential edges (i.e., residue i to residue i + 1) provide an appropriate basis for uncovering a correspondence. Noise edges in the NMR graph result from chemical shift degeneracy, and are not correlated with spatial proximity. Thus we are more confident in a set of NMR edges that consistently match a set of contact edges; it is not likely that many false positives can "conspire" to match properly. Confidence is gained by both the number of edges and their density (number of edges divided by number of vertices). While all contacts are important, to construct an assignment, we want to focus on edges likely to match well, and sequential residues reliably are in contact and reliably generate NOESY peaks. Furthermore, the onedimensional structure of sequential residues makes strings of them relatively easy to manipulate. To incorporate both density and sequentiality, our algorithm first forms fragments based on sequential interactions, and then hierarchically merges them according to the contact density of edges across two fragments (Fig. 2) . We now detail this process. is a sequence of vertices in VD giving an assignment for a sequential fragment. Note that while there is a natural order to VC (the primary sequence), there is none to VD.
Previous work [14] , [16] on assignment using sequential fragments raised two important considerations: the fragments should be long enough to provide sufficient constraint, but short enough to keep under control the combinatorial number of corresponding pseudofragments. The same holds here, with an extra twist for our context: the fragments should account for contact density. We thus take advantage of the natural organization of secondary structure elements the decomposition should "respect" helices and sheets, using them as core fragments (perhaps subdivided, to control pseudofragment combinatorics). We follow the basic previous approach [14] , [16] of growing one fragment until there would be too many corresponding pseudofragments (according to a threshold 0), and then starting a new fragment. We also start a new fragment when the secondary structure type changes. If a single-residue fragment results, we merge it into the previous fragment. The result is a set S = {fl, f2, ... } of sequential fragments and a set of sets RP {PI,P2,.. .}, where Pi {Pil,Pi2,.. .} is a set of alternative pseudofragments. c) Merge Tree: The decomposition of the graphs into fragments and pseudofragments yields high-quality sequential "building blocks"; we combine these based on contact density.
Q-sheets provide intuition (see Fig. 2 ) there are relatively dense connections between adjacent strands, so it makes sense to merge sequential fragments for the strands into (no longer sequential) fragments for the sheet. More generally, let us define a merge tree, such that parents represent the unions of their children, and the leaves are the sequential fragments. We call the unions fragments (not necessarily sequential), and thereby extend the set S of sequential fragments to a set F of fragments, each of which is the union of the sequential fragment leaves below a node in the tree. The root thus represents a fragment including all residues, to which we want to assign a pseudofragment including all pseudoresidues.
In order to take advantage of contact graph density, we construct a merge tree by clustering fragments hierarchically (average linkage) according to their contacts. For the clustering similarity measure, we count the number of contacts between the residues composing the fragments; again, more contacts provide more constraints and less likelihood of a set of incorrect NMR graph edges appearing to be correct. We break ties according to amino acid composition; those with more common amino acid types are likely to have more conflicts in their matched pseudoresidues, thus enabling earlier detection of inconsistency in partial assignments.
d) Scoring and Bounding: An assignment (fragment and corresponding pseudofragment) must satisfy the "hard" constraints of consistency of amino acid type and secondary structure type, and uniqueness of residues and pseudoresidues. It can then be evaluated for how well it explains the data: s(f,p) e w(e )) + C(ff p) + OD(f ) (1) (eC ,eD) .Tm (f,p) where m(f, p) gives the pairs of corresponding edges induced by the residue/pseudoresidue match between f and p, w(eD) is the edge's match score and the X are penalties for missing correspondences. In our current implementation, OC(f,p) penalizes each missing contact edge as if it had actually appeared but with a bad score (probability < 0.05). We penalize unassigned peaks via OD (f, p), adding the -log of the fraction of peaks that are unassigned, adopting the conservative stance of not penalizing until we can guarantee that there is no possible assignment for a peak.
The score of a partial pseudofragment (i.e., below the root in the merge tree) may let us determine that it is not worth pursuing. To be safe, we must ensure that the pseudofragment's score, plus the best possible score for remaining fragments/pseudofragments, is not competitive with the score for a complete pseudofragment (say, more than a threshold A worse). Suppose that we have remaining a set F' of fragments and a set of sets P' of possible corresponding pseudofragments. Ultimately, the fragments must be merged to a complete fragment, and we want to bound the score of a corresponding complete pseudofragment. We can decompose the score of such a complete pseudofragment into singleton terms (scores for edges within the individual pseudofragments) and pairwise terms (scores for edges between them). Rather than separately bounding the singleton terms and the pairwise terms (which might be minimized by inconsistent choices of pseudofragments), we "fold" the singleton terms into the pairwise ones: (2) S(2)(fi, fj; P () = min s (fi PI) + s(f iji + s(fi,fj,Pi,ip)) where s(fi,fj,pi,pj) sums match scores of edges between the two fragments (as s(f,p) does within a fragment) and ni and nj count the number of fragments with any edge to fi and fi, respectively. Thus the singleton scores are divided equally among pairs of interacting fragments, and included in their s2 scores. Then a bound for the total score adds up all the pairwise scores. (3) b(Fl,'Pf) = E S2(fi fj;') fji7f3 fj EF We can prove that Eq. 3 is a lower bound on the match score of any complete pseudofragment, and our results below (Fig. 4 be suboptimal). The search (Fig. 3) follows the structure established by the merge tree: to merge a pair of fragments, branch on the possible pairs of pseudofragments, ordered by score. (We assume binary trees, but the generalization is straightforward.) The search proceeds bottom-up, left-toright, through the tree; the initial invocation is for the first non-leaf node, with an empty pseudofragment. We assume that the fragments are numbered accordingly S is the set of sequential fragments and F has S followed by merged fragments in order. Thus to assemble fragment fk, we merge fragments fi and fj, choosing one pseudofragment each from sets Pi and Pj. Pseudoresidues already used in earlier pseudofragments cannot be reused later in the same search branch. Upon merging the selected pseudofragments (setting Pk to the merged result), we verify that the bound is satisfied and then recurse to the next fragment in the tree (fk±,), with the pseudofragment assembled so far (p') and the choices of pseudofragments for the remaining fragments (R'). The algorithm will find the optimal assignment, and by setting threshold A to be greater than zero, it will also find a complete ensemble of nearly-optimal solutions. Variations of this depth-first approach are straightforward; e.g., we also used a beam-search-like approach that propagates several choices simultaneously, in order to more rapidly identify a solution. 
A. Experimental datasets
We used four experimental datasets: three from previous contact-based assignment work [15] , including Human Glutaredoxin (PDB ID: 1JHB), Core Binding Factor (PDB ID: 2JHB), and the catalytic domain of GCN5 histone acetyltranferase (PDB ID: 5GCN); the fourth from the ST2NMR paper [18] , Paracoccus denitrificans cytochrome C552 (PDB ID: 1QL4). For brevity, and since assignment is based on structure, we refer to each protein by its PDB ID. We constructed NMR interaction graphs from the already compiled pseudoresidues, adding vertex labels as described in the Methods. We generated edges from the the 15N-edited NOE peak lists with conservatively large match tolerances: 0.05 for 1H, 0.015 for HN, and 0.35 for 15N. We used a proton-proton contact threshold of 4 A, and selected the most representative contact graph from each deposited ensemble. Overall each correct edge had a mean of 2.5-6.0 noise edges, and the average missing rate is slightly above 30%, except for 1QL4 which has a significant missing rate of 62.5%.
Tab. II Fig. 4 . Comparison of HGM-identified lower bound on match score with the score of optimal assignment for experimental (top) and synthetic (bottom, 10, 30% missing) datasets.
was found for 1QL4, due to the extreme sparsity of the dataset.
Even in that case, the reference solution is ranked as second best, with a score difference of 0.44 due to one difference in the assignment (a swap of the pseudoresidues mapped to residues 5 and 52).
The differences among the high-quality assignments were typically confined to swaps between a few 'equivalent' pseudoresidues. For example, in the a-helices of 1JHB, pseudoresidues assigned to positions 58, 90 and 91 are exchangeable and the top four solutions of the ensemble provided all the possibilities. By computing a complete ensemble of feasible assignments, HGM allows us to carefully evaluate the remaining ambiguity, as Fig. 5 illustrates. Overall, the average number of possible assignments for each residue position has been reduced from 7.9 to 1.2. The most significant ambiguity was caused by significant numbers of missing edges in particular secondary structure elements (e.g., in the first and the third helices of 1QL4). Fig. 5 doesn't include 5GCN 4a , since it has only one solution returned by HGM. The mean number of assignments before HGM for 5GCN 4a is 11.86.
We evaluated the effect of the contact distance threshold on the performance of HGM. For example, we found that for the 5 a-helices of 2JHB, as we varied the threshold from 4 to 4.5 to 5 to 5.5 A, the ensemble size increased from 2 to 6 to 16 to 52. The number of visited states jumped to 724719 at a threshold of 5.5 A. Results for other proteins (not shown) were similar. With a larger threshold, more edges are included in the contact graph, more of which are missing in the NMR graph (as discussed at the start of this section). Consequently, the "wild-card" scores from missing edges start to dominate the match scores of existing edges. in a situation with sparse, noisy data.
B. Synthetic datasets
In order to study our algorithm's performance under varying noise and sparsity levels, we also generated synthetic datasets using chemical shift data deposited in the BMRB [20] . We chose a random set of eight moderate-sized proteins previously tested with RESCUE [19] , with varying a-helix and Q-sheet content (refer again to Tab. I). To construct the NMR interaction graph, we first simulated NOE peaks for pairs of interresidue backbone protons within a distance < 4 A. We likewise restricted the contact graph to 4 A, thereby essentially ignoring the longer-distance NOEs, since we found in the experimental data that they are missing at a significant frequency and thus the information they provide is not worth the additional computational complexity they require. We randomly deleted peaks according to observed statistics correlating the missing probability with the interatomic distance [21] , and tested two different missing rates at different distances: d < 3 A, missing either 10% or 21%; 3 < d < 4 A, missing either 30% or 41%. Note that these rate ranges cover the rates observed in the experimental datasets, except for the extremely sparse 1QL4. We generated an "observed" interresidue proton chemical shift for each remaining peak by adding Gaussian noise with variance 0.02 (corresponding to the 0.05 1H match tolerance). We added an edge to the NMR graph for each proton whose chemical shift matches the noisy value within the 0.05 threshold, yielding an average of 1.4-4.3 noise edges per correct edge. As discussed [15] , all the noise is on the interresidue side of the interaction, since the intraresidue side has two chemical shifts (HN, 15N) by which to resolve chemical shift ambiguity. The simulated noise rates are somewhat smaller than the experimental ones, but we did not consider it realistic to increase the chemical shift tolerance in order to artificially inflate them.
Tab. III summarizes the results of HGM on the synthetic datasets. Here reference solutions indicate the original BMRB assignments. As with experimental data, for all test cases the reference assignment is included with an optimal or nearoptimal score, and only a few assignment swaps differentiate the best solutions. Fig. 4 illustrates that the lower bound remains quite tight. In general, the HGM algorithm performed very well and only explicitly tested a tiny fraction of the search space before finding the complete solution set. The synthetic tests further demonstrate the effect observed before: an increase in the missing rate yields greater search complexity and ensemble size (the last two sets of columns). These results also indicate that, given a uniform missing rate, ahelices tend to have a better tolerance for missings than do Qsheets since their tertiary structures are usually more compact and thus generate more edge constraints. Also, assignment of Q-sheets benefits from the hierarchical merge order which naturally utilizes the spatial proximity of Q-strands, even when sequentially separated. In such cases, a poor local assignment, e.g., many missing edges in a strand, can be effectively overcome by way of connections with neighboring strands.
IV. RELATED WORK Our work differs from most traditional approaches to backbone resonance assignment in that it is structure based. As we showed in the Results, our guarantee of completeness appears to be very valuable, as ST2NMR (the only other existing approach using structure+NOESY) did not perform well on our sparse, noisy datasets. Our work is complementary to structure-based assignment approaches that reply primarily on experiments other than NOESY. For example, the NVR work by Langmead and Donald [22] , [23] uses residual dipolar coupling (RDC) data as global orientational restraints, with only unambiguous NOEs to help prune. It remains interesting future work to fully integrate RDC with NOESY data and thereby perhaps overcome their individual limitations.
There are other techniques for assignment based on the NOESY, but they do not use information from an available 3D structure. The Main-Chain Directed approach represents an early approach to backbone assignment based on the NOESY [24] , [25] , although that work was developed for homonuclear spectra, only partially automated, and applied to experimental data for only one small protein. The automated Jigsaw approach [17] was successfully applied to uncover ahelix and Q-sheet patterns in NOESY data (and thereby assign those regions). More recent work developed an algorithmic basis for the Jigsaw-style approach, with a randomized algorithm that gives optimal performance in expected polynomial time for the special case of uncovering secondary structures in corrupted NMR graphs [13] , [15] . We note that we are focusing here on backbone assignment based on the NOESY. Work on NOE assignment (e.g., [26] ), including side-chain interactions, is certainly related but typically is addressed only once backbone resonances have been assigned by standard techniques. An algorithm combining these two aspects for simultaneous backbone and side-chain assignment would represent an interesting, and significant, advance.
In our focus on matching graph representations of protein structures, our work is somewhat like sequence-structure alignment (threading); e.g., Xu and co-workers developed a divideand-conquer approach that uses hierarchical combinations of sub-alignments [27] and can incorporate assigned NOE data to constrain them [10] . A significant difference is that for threading, residues are in sequential order for both the sequence and the structure, while in contact-based assignment, the pseudoresidues come with no explicit order.
V. CONCLUSION
To reduce the time and expense of NMR-based studies of protein interactions and dynamics, we develop an algorithm to find all feasible mappings between a contact graph encoding the structure and a corrupted version encoding the NMR data, limiting the combinatorial explosion by hierarchically decomposing the structure and effectively pruning partial solutions. Tests on both experimental and synthetic data show that the algorithm handles significant noise and sparsity in assigning relatively contact-dense regions (a-helices and Q-sheets).
1-4244-1509-8/07/$25.00 02007 IEEE An important step for practical utility of HGM is to characterize its performance on x-ray structures and homology models, the natural inputs for structure-based assignment. We must model and account for any systematic differences between these models (generating contact graph edges) and the native solution state probed by NMR (generating NMR graph edges). Since HGM focuses on high-contact-density regions and the edges most likely to be observed, we believe that it will be fairly robust to modest structural differences. Variable correspondence and lack of correspondence in different subgraphs may also provide evidence to help select among models, as was previously done for RDC data by Langmead and Donald [28] .
Preliminary tests also indicate that our method can naturally extend from secondary structure to connected loops, and thereby assign larger portions of the structure. An interesting aspect of NOESY-based assignment is that the data are inherently local, thereby providing the possibility of assigning different portions of the structure to different confidence levels.
Source code of HGM is freely available for academic use upon request to the contact author.
